Our pick of the record-setting Charlo x SAV Blackcap May 4136 flush at SAV.

Outcross allure from his sire combined with perhaps the greatest living maternal matron in the breed.

Raindance is fluid-moving, strong-topped, big-hipped, wide chested and extremely smooth through the shoulder.

PVF Surveillance 4129
AAA +17954726

Perfect mating for relatives of First Class, Lutton, Style and others.

One of the top phenotype bulls ever produced at Prairie View Farms.

Surveillance is the next go-to sire for elite show heifers!

Available NOW in Conventional
SexedULTRA
High Fertility Sex Sorted Semen

Ellingson Homestead 6030
AAA 18543019

Homestead was one of the gems of the 2017 sale season and the high-selling bull at Ellingson Angus.

Homestead is a long-bodied, wide-based bull that improves upon his outcross sire, Remedy, for scrotal.

He is sure to be a cattleman’s dream for his calving ease, maternal pedigree, mating flexibility & conformation.

Sydgen Supreme 6256
AAA +18646708

A bull that checks every box for phenotype, pedigree, performance and genomic merit.

His EPD profile reveals a bull that is unmatched in the Angus breed for his combo of CED, WW, YW, MARB & RE.

From an impressive cow family & grandam who resides in the donor pen at Express Ranches.

McCumber Steadfast 635
AAA 18532396

You will want to keep every heifer calf from this double-bred Miss Wix maternal powerhouse.

Steadfast is backed by 15 pathfinders in his 4 generation pedigree, with fertility & udders a hallmark.

Thick, masculine & correct-footed, Steadfast smoked his contemporaries for performance & weaned off at 920 lbs.

Something for Everyone
Study These New, Elite Sires

High Fertility Sex Sorted Semen
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